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Brian: "I am Brian Kelley, November 3 2005. Interview with Rosanna Blake Special
Collections, Jack Dickinson the Bibliographer."
BRIAN: "Jack, I would like to ask you several questions about the Rosanna Blake
Library. First of all what exactly is it?"
JACK: "Well, the Rosanna Blake Collection is a collection of books, papers, diaries,
letters and other printed material that basically covers the time period of the Civil War
and immediately before and primarily concentrates on the Confederacy, biographies of
prominent men of the South. We have got a lot of Southern histories published during
the Civil War and before the Civil War. And we have books on slavery and the spies of
the Civil War. We have unit histories on Confederate Regiments and a lot of other
material. But it is basically a Southern, Confederate and Civil War period and some on
the Reconstruction materials."
BRIAN: "Jack, how long ago did Marshall University acquire this collection? How long
ago was it?"
JACK: "Well, the collection came here in 19 and 87 after the death of Rosanna Blake
and this collection was bequeathed to Marshall University in her will."
BRIAN: "Very good. Do you have an account, I am sure that you have, how much
material, artifacts is in the collection and what are some of the significant materials?
What are some of the most outstanding pamphlets, or whatever, that you might have?"
JACK: "Currently the collection contains approximately 4000 books or monographs and
approximately 2500 to 3000 imprints or pamphlets. And what we mean by imprints,
these are imprints, items printed by the Confederate government during the Civil War.
We also have about 125 original print newspapers from the Civil War period. We have a
microfilm collection of several of the Southern newspapers from all the Southern states.
As far as our most valuable, or what I think our most important items in the collection
are, our 'pride and joy' as we call it, is a letter from Robert E. Lee to General G. T.
Beauregard in 18 and 63 and this letter has been authenticated and appraised by a
document specialist as being entirely original and in Lee's handwriting and signed by
Lee. And that's our prize item. And not too much of a close second is we have the
original check and paperwork for the completion of the Confederate warship Alabama.
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And recently a program was done on the Discovery Channel or the History Channel or
one of those. And the ship building yard in England is still in existence that built the
Confederate ship Alabama and they came to us to get copies of this material because they
didn't have the original copies of the final check and the paperwork. We have several
Confederate soldier's Civil War diaries that are extremely valuable. And we have many
other manuscript items, such as letters written during the Civil War (and other) and other
items."
BRIAN: "What is a student's reaction to the Rosanna Blake Library? And how about
public reaction? Is it a negative response or a positive one?"
JACK: "Well, the responses that I've heard since I've been here, have all been positive.
The biggest response from students at Marshall is they're totally surprised that this even
exists. And one thing about the Blake Collection is in the past has been kind of a well
kept secret in that, only in that there hasn't been a large amount of publicity. So part of
my mission is to more and more to publicize the Collection to uh, and mainly the way we
do that is through our web site, www.marshall.edu. You can click on libraries and
special collections and see information on the Blake Collection and the other parts of
special collections. So that's the major way in which we get the word out to the public.
But also, I have a lot of contacts with people and with the historical organizations, such
as the United Daughters of the Confederacy, the Sons of Confederate Veterans and
organizations like that, that have a real interest in tracing their Confederate ancestors or
their Civil War ancestors in general. So I work with a lot of those people. In the past
year we have had thirteen serious authors who have visited here from seven different
states and have gathered material out of the Collection for publication works in their
books and magazines. So we are trying to appeal not just to students, graduate students
and faculty of Marshall to use this for Southern history, but also for serious researchers to
come here and do their research toward whatever topic they are working on for
publication."
BRIAN: "Does this library receive a request, and you have pretty well answered that,
from other West Virginia libraries? And how about requests from the community?"
JACK: "Yes to both questions. We get requests, we get referrals from other libraries,
especially the Cabell County Library here in Huntington. If they get Civil War questions
or requests for sources that they can have, they come to us frequently and we do the
same, so we have a good reciprocal arrangement with them. Also with the West Virginia
Department of Archives and History. I've worked with them for many years and they're
aware of what we have over here and once again, vice versa. So we refer people to the
West Virginia Department of Archives and History for some things and they refer people
to us, especially for Confederate and Southern material. One of the parts of the
Coll ection that we have that they don't have at the libraries around here, or the West
Virginia Department of Archives and History, is that we have the complete Virginia
Regimental history se1ies. This is a set of approximately 140 volumes on the regiments
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and units of the Virginia Confederate forces. And we are the only facility within
approximately 300 miles that has a complete set of these. So when we get referrals for
that, and several other parts of the Collection, then we work with any of the local libraries
and archives and refer people back and forth on a reciprocal arrangement. It works great.
We try to be on good terms with all of them and vice versa."
BRIAN: "Jack, who exactly, and what kind of educational background did Rosanna
Blake have? Who is she?"
JACK: "Well she, well Rosanna Blake was born right across the river in Proctorville
and spent her first few years with the family, of course, over in Proctorville. And then
they moved to Huntington and her father became the County Court Clerk for Cabell
County. And Rosanna attended and graduated from Huntington High School and then
attended here to Marshall University in, I believe the early 19 and 30 's and graduated
from Marshall uh, with a Bachelor's degree. And from here, she obtained a Master's
degree from Ohio University and then went on to obtain her law degree from the
University of Kentucky Law School. And from there, she became a labor lawyer and
went to Washington D.C. for the Government Labor Branch and she became a, she sat on
the Cour( of Appeals and wrote several opinions. And in her personal papers were a lot
of the opinions she wrote for the Government on labor matters and that kind of thing.
And it was due to her career as a labor lawyer in Washington that she had the funds to
spend on this great collection."
BRIAN: "What administrations, in other words, what presidents did Rosanna Blake
work for, probably what era?"
JACK: "Well it was basically from right before the start of World War II through to the,
I am trying to remember when she retired, I believe she retired from that in the late '60's.
So, I know for one thing she was involved in FDR's campaigns and there are several
letters in the Collection from her to FDR and from FDR to her. So she traveled in some
pretty high circles in Washington D.C. But that, so it would be in FDR and Truman,
principally, I would think."
BRIAN: "Okay. What was her professional background like? I know you have touched
base on some other, why did she ever get interested in Confederate history?"
JACK: 'The way she got interested in Confederate history was when she was ten years
old, her mother gave her a gift of a little book that cost 75 cents called The Hearts That
Bleed by Wayne Whipple and this little book is still in the Collection and I point it out to
a lot of people who come and ask basically the same question that you just asked. But
that 's what got her started. And she started out as really being interested in Rob ert E. Lee
and his life and career and she actually set out to seriously only collect only Robert E.
Lee material. And she did that for several years. But she later wrote that it became
harder and harder to only cover older materials, original materials and this kind of thing
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on Robert E. Lee. So she kind of naturally branched out into other figures of the
Confederate government such as Jefferson Davis and Stonewall Jackson. And she also
began collecting material on Confederate states itself, the Confederate states government
and this is probably the period when she started collecting the Confederate imprints,
because a lot of the Confederate imprints printed by the Confederate government that we
have in the collection are printings of the bills that were proposed, the acts of the
legislatures, the acts of the Senate. Many of them were in secret sessions, by the way,
which were, of course not made public during the war, ____ because they dealt with
parts of the war. But that, that's how she started out, with Robert E. Lee and it was a
Robert E. Lee collection, then it expanded as the years went by into other materials on the
Confederacy itself, other figures of the Confederacy, the Southern states, histories of the
Southern states and the Reconstruction period."
BRIAN: "Did Rosanna Blake leave any specific instructions on any of the materials she
left here in the library and what about the paintings? Are they extraordinary? How
extraordinary are they?"
JACK: "Well lets cover the paintings first. In the Collection there's approximately 40 to
fifty print~ and paintings. They are not all paintings, but some of them are. Some of
them are very rare and very typical of the Civil War period. One that we have on the wall
is a print called the 'Burial ofLa Tain' and this is a very famous southern print. It was
done during the war and it depicts the burial of a confederate soldier by the women and
the slaves. And what it was supposed to show was that all the men were off to war and
the women had to run the houses and the plantations and so they had to deal with the
burial of La Tain and it was originally a painting in then immediately at the end of the
war, there were the prints made of this and they were sold for a dollar and a half
throughout the south and the word was if you were a loyal southerner you had this print
hanging in your home. And that is only one of them. We have an original painting of
Confederate general Albert Gellison Jenkins from right here in Cabell County. It was
done by the Works Progress Administration and is the only one of its kind. We have
several of Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson, as you might expect. But we have some
of this and other prints. We have some paintings attributed to one of the popular
Confederate painters of the time. As far as specific directions and instructions, Rosanna
Blake, being a lawyer, left a nineteen page will. And in that will are several specific
things about the Collection. And the first one that always causes a smile to come to my
face, and that people get a laugh out of, is she has a paragraph in the will that says if
Marshall University fails in any of the following paragraphs or instructions, this entire
Collection will be given to the University of Kentucky. And I can just see the various
presidents of Marshall rolling their eyes back in their heads figuring what they were
going to do with this. But some of her instructions revolved around four bronze plaques
that she wanted displayed prominently in the Collection that said this, basically this
Collection is dedicated to her parents and things like that. So those bronze plaques are
desc1ibed specifically and word by word that they need to be displayed prominently in
the Collection. The other one is there is a, uh an excellent print of the bust of Robe1i E.
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Lee that is to be prominently displayed in the Collection. But into the business of
management of the Collection, she left specific instructions about how the Collection was
to be displayed, the fact that there was to be a position, which is mine, the bibliographer
of the Collection whose job is basically to not only make the Collection available to the
people who want to use it, but to keep and maintain a bibliography of some sort, of uh,
the listing of what's in the Collection, in other words, so people can look at it and, as I
have said before, basically the one that we really keep up to date is the on line version
that is accessed through our web site. But just this year I finished a book called Civil
War Paper Items of the Rosanna Blake Collection. And that book has in it samples from
each category of the items, the prints, the paintings, Confederate money, cardia de vis and
other parts of the Collection. So it's not a complete bibliography, but is more of a
sampling of the different things in the Collection. But that is how we meet that provision
of her will. Also, in her will and in her papers, she allowed for two small graduate
scholarships, one from the History Department and one from the English Department on
alternating years. And those are also taken care of and they were mentioned in her will
also."
Biian: "So you just answered my other question that I was going to (ask), how has
Marshall :University benefitted from this monumental collection. Of course it has its
scholarships. But you have written a book about Rosanna Blake's Collection and you
have written several other books. Would you care to explain some of, maybe some of
your works Jack, a little bit, before we go on to some other questions here?"
JACK: "Certainly. One of the things that I tell people when ever they come and look at
the Collection is that I am not a librarian, I wasn't trained as a librarian, I don't have a
library science degree. But basically my background is I was, and still am, an amateur
Civil War writer and I have published ten books on the Civil War. And from the time the
Collection came here in 19 and 87 I was one of its biggest users. So even though I may
not have been a librarian, I developed a respect for the Collection and what it represents
and I used quite a bit of material out of it. I wrote two of the regimental histories on the
Virginia regiments that are in the Virginia Regimental history series and a lot of the
background material for those and the other Civil War books I've done, I used the Blake
Collection to provide that material and used it as a source. There are some tremendous
sources in here on Confederate units and the background of the Confederate Army. One
of the things that we have that is used quite a bit is a set of books called the Official
Records of the Union and Confederate Armies and it is, I believe, 115 volumes. And in it
are the reports, telegrams, letters back and forth between generals and battle accounts
written by the generals as they reported them to the Confederate government. We also
have the supplement to the official records which is another hundred volumes which
contains the organization of every unit, North and South, and those two things I used as
sources in a lot of my research and they're used by a lot of the visiting researchers here
who are looking for that type of material."
BRIAN: "You mentioned, even though this is a specific collection about the
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Confederacy, I noticed that you mentioned something about the Union Army materials.
What is the amount of Union Army materials may be in here?"
JACK: "Obviously it doesn't amount to as much as what we have on Confederate and
Southern materials because Rosanna Blake's flaming passion was for the South and the
Confederacy. So what we have is, such as the Official Records which is, of course,
covers both sides and the supplement to the Official Records. And we have a few other
sources that, incidentally cover Union materials. But our indexes and things like that for
Union soldiers is in the other part of special collections here at Marshall University.
What we have are the indexes to Confederate soldiers and the Virginia regimental
histories and one of the other regimental histories for the other Southern states. So what
we have is just some incidental things that have ended up in the Collection or through
works and the series that covered both North and South, like the Official Records."
BRIAN: "And I know you have mentioned so many documents here during this
interview and letters and libraries, say, for instance, do you have any, and I'm sure you
do, from President Lincoln to President, and maybe you don't, President Jefferson Davis
of the Confederacy about negotiations of the Civil War? Are there anything of those,
maybe that kind of matter in this library?"
JACK: "We do have things in the library that are not original letter sources. But what
we have is several volumes on the works and papers of Jefferson Davis and the others
and they do reference things about Lincoln. Now specifically about peace negotiations, I
know that in our Confederate imprints we have resolutions by the Confederate House and
the Senate where they attempted, they did adopt a peace resolution late in the war and
this was to be sent to President Lincoln. Now I don't have any easy way of following up
and verifying that Lincoln received this. But there was a peace effort that went on in the
South and obviously a peace effort that went on in the North and that these people, I
know at a couple times tried to join forces. We don't have any original source material
on that other than the Confederate imprints on the peace resolution that I've seen. And
the materials that are in the Jefferson Davis's letters and papers are some mentions of
Lincoln and, but there was a passive resistance movement on both sides of the MasonDixon line, certainly in the North and perhaps to a lesser degree in the South. But there
were passive resistance movements who on religious principles said that it was not right
to take up the sword and therefore they could not serve for either army and they would
not take up arms . And these passive resistance proponents tried to actually get a large
movement going movement going which it never took, it never took hold for a large
degree in the South. But there were peace resolutions passed and there were some
attempts, at least, to contact the Northern government. But, uh, I don't think the
government of each side probably didn't really take this too seriously, it seems."
BRIAN: "I noticed, Jack where we are sitting at and I look at this beautiful, I would call
it a trophy case of different weapons and things they used in the Civil War. But how did
that come about? Did Rosanna Blake have funds for that or did someone volunteer
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maybe and build that for this part of the special Collections of the Rosanna Blake
Library?"
JACK: "The, uh, the large display cabinet that is in the Blake Library was built by
Marshall's Buildings and Grounds people and they did a fantastic job. It has backlighting
and locked doors and all the things you expect in a museum quality display. The
weapons themselves were collected by Rosanna Blake. Now, unfortunately she didn't
leave very, very much written details on the provenance of the individual items. So what
we know is just a few things that are on tags. After Rosanna Blake's death, her husband,
Fred Holtz did send a letter to my predecessor that did have some details that he
remembered. For instance, the set of Civil War saddle bags that we have in our
Collection were kept by a soldier of the First South Carolina Cavalry and so there was
some documentation on that. A couple of the firearms had tags on where they were
purchased, but basically we don't know much about them more than that. Our Civil War
bullet collection was pretty well catalogued at the time she purchased it. So on our Civil
War bullets we do have them categorized as to caliber and whether they are Confederate
or Union and what battle field they were found on. So we have a little bit of
documentation there. But on the muskets and swords, we really don't have much
docume11-tation other than what I have been able to identify by identifying their makers
marks in books and stamps and things that are on the weapons and swords we have been
able to identify. We have one sword that was made by Boyle, Gamble and McFey in
Richmond. And Boyle, Gamble and McFey was the major sword manufacturer in
Richmond during the war that manufactured swords only for the Confederate officers. So
that was documented based on what (is) stamped on the item itself. We have three pikes,
which if people listening to this are not familiar with pikes, they look like long spears and
they were used sometimes as a flagstaff. 'Cause one that we have has some tacks in it
with some red material on it so we know that it was probably used for a flagstaff for a
Confederate flag. We have one pike that resembles the other pictures and descriptions of
John Brown pikes. John Brown, who organized a slave rebellion at Harpers Ferry, West
Virginia, now West Virginia, then it was Virginia. He was not going to arm the slaves
with guns he was going to arm them with pikes and we believe that one of our pikes is a
John Brown pike. And we have several Confederate and Southern belt buckles, bayonets
and several other accoutrements, such as a Civil War canteen, bullet pouches and that
kind of thing in our Relics and Artifacts Collection. But unfortunately Rosanna Blake's
love was for the books and the imprints and I think that how she got the weapons and the
other accoutrements and the other '3-D artifacts', as we call (th)'em. She probably
bought two boxes of books and they said ' .. .you better take this other box ofstuff over
here with these things in it'. So she probably took the guns and the artifacts strictly as
something that just came along. Because, uh, while she did keep some record books on
her books and imprints about maybe where some of them are purchased and what dealers
she used, she kept none of that on the firearms, that artifacts. So that definitely wasn't
her first love, it was the books and the imprints."
BRIAN: "Wow. That' s a lot of information there. Okay, Jack how long have you been
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here in this Special Collections? How long have you been here and when did it, actually
did it start?"
JACK: "Well I came here three and a half years ago in January of 200 and 2 and the
Collection itself, as I mentioned before, came here in 19 and 87. And since it has been
here, both my predecessor ant myself have worked on expanding the collection. And, of
course, a lot of what we obtain now we can't obtain the, a lot of the original, rare
materials that Rosanna Blake was able to obtain. Not only because of what the price of
these items are today, but just because of their rarity and scarcity. So a lot of what we
have added to the Collection have been modem publications such as the Virginia
Regimental History series, (and) a lot of the other things. But what we have tried to do is
some of these sets and series of books that she started were not complete, we have tried to
finish and complete those sets and series from either modem reprints or to be able to
obtain those. One of the provisions in her will was that we cannot sell anything ever out
of this collection. What we can do is we can trade duplicates and what Rosanna Blake
did, which was very wise at the time, is she bought a rare book on the life of General
Longstreet. And at the time she bought it there were three of them that were just alike.
She would buy all three. So we are allowed to trade those two duplicates of that, for
instance,;and we have. So we have been able to trade a lot of the duplicates for like
materials, some of the older material we have obtained we have done through duplicates
and we have done the same thing with the print newspapers. We found a rare newspaper
dealer in Pennsylvania who might have been able to trade some of our duplicate
newspapers for other southern newspapers that we did not have. So, uh, we've also
some, some, donations from some of the historical groups and individuals and we have
used that, for instance, to buy a great new microfilm machine and printer to look at our
microfilm with. So, uh, we have worked a lot on expanding the Collection, not only my
predecessor, but the three and a half years since I have been here."
BRIAN: "And Jack, what do you think that stands out the most, whenever you think of
this library, in your own personal opinion of the Rosanna Blake Collection, what stands
out the most? Has it contributed to the national history? And I know it has contributed to
West Virginia history and, of course national history. But what impact has this
Collection had on local history? Does it have economic? We sure know it has academic,
and you already mentioned scholarships."
JACK: "But the thing that I think sets this Collection apart from a lot of other libraries
and the collections in our area are the Confederate imprints. There's only a handful of
institutions in the Eastern United States that have a significant collection of these
Confederate imprints. So we rank right up there with Duke University and the University
of North Carolina in confederate imprint collections. A lot of the requests that we get, of
course we get by way of e-mail, of people that have found things on our website and want
a particular copy of something, or something like this. We have also had requests from
Canada, England, Mexico and some other places where people are working on research.
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Some branch of the Confederacy that we have been able to supply, for instance, the, the
documentary historian for the United States Coast Guard, who is based in Florida, wanted
to put together an exhibit of original sketches and pictures of Confederate uniforms. And
we were fortunate enough to have in our Collection some of the original print plates of
the Confederate uniforms of the infantry, cavalry, artillery and medial officers corps and
we have the original prints that have all been approved by the Confederate War
Department. So we were able to scan these and loan the scanned image to the Coast
Guard to use in their displays. So we've certainly reached, we certainly have reached
father than just the local area. A lot of the inquiries we get are people who just come in
and want to see if maybe they had a Confederate ancestor. So we look through the index
books and we try to find those. We have others who want to find out if they had a Union
ancestor. So, since I deal in the Civil War every day, I end up answering the Northern
and Southern questions. As far as the Rosanna Blake Collection, it's used locally, as I
said, by students, faculty and the community and then it is also used by the historical
organizations who are looking for Confederate ancestors. And then branching out from
there, we get literally inquiries from all over the United States, Canada and England
about other facets of the Confederate government, or people, or biographies that we have.
But I think the Confederate imprints is what makes this unique collection because I am
not aware,of any other institutions in the Tri-state area of Kentucky, Ohio and West
Virginia that have a collection of imprints."
BRIAN: "Jack, I'd like to thank you for the time to interview you and I'd also like to
thank the Special Collections and Drinko Library for the resources. And thank Marshall
University for its generosity and this time. It has been very enlightening and enjoyable.
Thank you very much."

